
 

 

MISSA 2024 

WEEK TWO (5-day): July 22-26 

Throwing and Altering Clay Vessels                                          

CONNER BURNS 
 

Student Supply List 

• Clay 

 

• Any hand tools you normally use.  I will specifically use  a twisted wire tool, needle tool, 

sponge, paddle, a ‘wipe out tool/rubber tipped tool, wood cut off tool (kemper wt4), lil chizler, 

dolan trimming tools (dpt 512 & 511), kemper trimming tool (r4), an exacto knife, a fettling 

knife, a small wire (twist tie works), wood rib for interior of bowls, and mud tools (stainless rib 5 

& 4,  scraper  any size, polymer - red 1 & 5, blue or green 0, yellow 2 or 4).   none of these are 

required, bring what you like to use. 

• towel - it is always nice to have a towel during the process.   

• spray bottle - for water.  your choice - can be small.  not required but nice.  

• pen and paper - for taking notes and for tracing - size unimportant. 

 

OPTIONAL items to bring:  

• anything specific to your process that you enjoy using.  

• if you are local and have room bring some ware boards (to use during class and for transport 

back - it will make sense in class) as well as some of your bats (again for transport) please 

bring some for your use.   

• if you are a person that makes tools, please bring some, we would like to see them.   

 

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS: 

• We will be flexible and make things work, that is often how we learn.   

• Feel free to email me with questions.  My demonstrations and teaching will focus on some 

specific things that are related to the class and the progression of the class/artwork, but there 

is some flexibility so if there is a form i make that you really want to see - let me know. i cannot 

promise to make one (some are complex and might take too long), but i will do what i can.  

 

Students, please contact your instructor directly if you have any questions about the supplies listed. 

Conner Burns     Email: studioburns [@] aol.com 

For all other inquiries, please contact the MISSA Office, missa@missa.ca  

mailto:missa@missa.ca

